ABC’s of Dance Virtual Dance Class Checklist
Find your dancer's level below to see the suggested materials for your class!
All dancers will need an open space!
●
●
●

Choose an open space like a living room or kitchen
○ An 8x8 space is recommended, if possible. Or do the best you can with what you have!
Clear the space of anything that could get kicked over/broken as well as tables, chairs, ottomans, etc.
that your dancer could hurt themselves on if they were to run into it.
Jazz I, Jazz II, and Contemporary will not need anything else!

Dance With Me
●
●

●

Scarves
○ If you don’t have scarves, you can use wash clothes, hand towels, or even small t-shirts
Pom Poms
○ If you don’t have pom poms, you can use small stuffed animals or any other object that is fun to
shake or dance with!
Stickers for an after class reward, if you have them.

Little Gems
●
●

●
●
●

●

Scarves
○ If you don’t have scarves, you can use wash clothes, hand towels, or even small t-shirts
Pom Poms
○ If you don’t have pom poms, you can use small stuffed animals or any other object that is fun to
shake or dance with!
4-8 small stuffed animals or other small, soft objects to lay in a row and jump over
Small-medium sized ball or stuffed animal to hold for marching and skipping
Tap shoe alternative
○ Tap shoes can scratch wood floors and chip tile. You can wear dress shoes or street shoes
instead of tap shoes. Or just wear socks or ballet shoes during tap time.
Stickers for an after class reward, if you have them.

Pearl & Opal
●

Scarves
○ If you don’t have scarves, you can use wash clothes, hand towels, or even small t-shirts
● Pom Poms
○ If you don’t have pom poms, you can use small stuffed animals or any other object that is fun to
shake or dance with!
● 4-8 small stuffed animals or other small, soft objects to lay in a row and jump over
● Small stuffed animal or small book to balance on head for walking exercises
● Small-medium sized ball or stuffed animal to hold for marching and skipping.
● Tap shoe alternative
○ Tap shoes can scratch wood floors and chip tile. You can wear dress shoes or street shoes
instead of tap shoes. Or just wear socks or ballet shoes during tap time.
● Stickers for an after class reward, if you have them
(More levels on the next page)

Garnet & Jade
●
●

●
●
●

Scarves
○ If you don’t have scarves, you can use wash clothes, hand towels, or even small t-shirts
Pom Poms
○ If you don’t have pom poms, you can use small stuffed animals or any other object that is fun to
shake or dance with!
4-8 small stuffed animals or other small, soft objects to lay in a row and jump over
Small stuffed animal or small book to balance on head for walking exercises
Tap shoe alternative
○ Tap shoes can scratch wood floors and chip tile. You can wear dress shoes or street shoes
instead of tap shoes. Or just wear socks or ballet shoes during tap time.

Amethyst
●
●

Small stuffed animal or small book to balance on head for walking exercises
4-8 small stuffed animals or other small, soft objects to lay in a row and jump over

Sapphire
●

A chair, table, or counter top to hold onto for barre exercises

Ruby, Emerald, & Diamond
●
●

A chair, table, or counter top to hold onto for barre exercises
Elasta-bands

Tap
●

Tap shoe alternative
○ Tap shoes will likely scratch wood floors and possibly chip tile. You can use dress shoes or
street shoes instead of tap shoes. The kids can also do the moves in their socks (or even jazz
shoes) if you don’t have another tap shoe alternative.

